S-system-based analysis of the robust properties common to many biochemical network models.
Robustness is a key feature to characterize the adaptation of organisms to changes in their internal and external environments. A broad range of kinetic or dynamic models of biochemical systems have been developed. Robustness analyses are attractive for exploring some common properties of many biochemical models. To reveal such features, we transform different types of mathematical equations into a standard or intelligible formula and use the multiple parameter sensitivity (MPS) to identify some factors critically responsible for the total robustness to many perturbations. The MPS would be determined by the top quarter of the highly sensitive parameters rather than the single parameter with the maximum sensitivity. The MPS did not show any correlation to the network size. The MPS is closely related to the standard deviation of the sensitivity profile. A decrease in the standard deviation enhanced the total robustness, which shows the hallmark of distributed robustness that many factors (pathways) involve the total robustness.